
   

       

  Exquisitely Easter Basket
 

£85.74 £68.43
OUT OF STOCK

Quick Overview
We've got the best Easter gift idea for you. The Exquisitely Easter Gift
Basket truly encapsulates the true essence of what every Easter gift
should be; fun, fresh and full of the best chocolatey delights.

  Details
 
The Exquisitely Easter Gift Basket is the perfect Easter gift for truly making a statement. We believe it is the perfect gift to bring joy to a long-
distance friendship, relationship or family member this Easter. We know we can’t all be together in presence which is why the aim of this gift
was to capture the essence of everything Easter should be, fun, fresh and full of chocolatey delights. Guaranteed to go down a treat! Perfect for
really making a statement when a simple chocolate egg just doesn’t quite hit the mark. Filled with a delightful mixture of fresh bakery items and
luxurious chocolates. Of course, no Easter gift would be complete without the epitome of Swiss excellence in the form of a hand-crafted golden
bunny and chocolate Easter egg by the master chocolatiers of Lindt. Next we introduce a pioneering newcomer, Naive Chocolate. Determined
to disrupt traditional chocolate creation methods with new, innovative ideas and flavour combinations. This organic craft chocolate armed with
the finest ingredients continuously breaks the mold with the most unique flavour profiles and distinct taste and the results are truly luxuriant.
The Exquisitely Easter Gift Basket also combines a deliciously morish chocolate fudge cake from The Original Cake Co., fresh Honeycomb Bars
from Holmes Bakery and mouth-watering, rich, chocolate enrobed Belgian Waffles. The perfect accompaniments to a hot cup of tea or coffee
on a Spring afternoon.

Additional Information
 
Contents Lindor Easter Egg 115g Lindt Golden Bunny 100g Lindt 5piece Bunny Set 50g Golden Berry Naive Speciality

Dark/Milk Chocolate 61% 57g 'The Chocolate Box' Butlers 160g Chocolate Log Cake Hand decorated,
Original Cake.co. Handcrafted Honeycomb Bars Holmes Bakery 200g Dark Chocolate Popcorn Bites
Joe&Seph's 63g Presented in Small Open White Wicker Gift Basket Decorated in luxury satin ribbon
Greetings card for your personalised message 
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